Once a Natural Scout,
Forever an Adventurer,
( heritage of the Scotch-Irish spirit 1)

1. Often mixed in with the Spirit of the Holy Spirit, generally of Presbyterian and Baptist stock.

Note: Photo is of present day McMichael Creek in Monroe County PA, 64 acres selling
for $579,900, and when the previous owner, John, and colonial pioneer with a plantation, saw mill, grist mill, and an Indian trader brother, about all he had left was 2 cows.
{Love it, when the heritage is more than “of this world.”}
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[Yes, the photo to the left is in a Navy uniform, just
out of boot camp in San Diego in 1955, but it seemed
to me like just another Merit Badge. Stay tuned for
some photos in scout uniforms. A tribute to my
background, there was little about boot camp that I
did not enjoy. THIs is a boot camp photo at gradiation and a few weeks after enlistement as a High
School Airman Recruit. In those days, it seems
that the uniform was more enjoyable, before
becoming accustomed to the dungarees and flight
suit work uniform at Pax River Maryland and Argentia, Newfounland.
Byronny, in going through the photos at Pineywoods September 01,
2
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2012, asked why I didn’ smile as much anymore. Perhaps together, as we
venture through these CHRONICLES, we might discover why?]

1. A Natural Scout.
While an “adventorous life” that goes all the way into eternity trumps early days
as a “natural scout”--which by the way are ways and resources that continued
throughout life, sort of like being a Christian--the beginnings of youth for
CHRONICLES beg to be considered before the golden years of life, and beyond.
Jump ahead if you wish to the dramatic, “Last year, 2012, I died 5 times.” With
a sense of the dramatic, it was impossible to passover the opportunity to top a
textbook read at a summer Seminary course in Pastoral Duties on the death and
dying experience, called “Last night I died.”
Surely after reading the title “Once an Natural Scout, Forever 1 an Adventurer”.
The adventurer I earned, the scout part started with my Mama buying me the
cub scout uniform and getting me set up in a den, and even some of the boy scout
camping equipment before really ready. She was so sweet to her grandson, often
in the years toward manhood, saying “I am going to take care of you after I die,”
and so wished prayfully that her only grandson would not get into gambling and
alcohol as did her own two sons. She was rightly certain that scouting as well as
attendance and profession of faith at Queensboro Baptist Church 2 would be
determitive influnces in my life, and she was right, Perhaps as she often cared
for us in Shreveport, Louisana and Texarkana, Texas she recognized my natural
bent toward the outdoors and camping; and for many years my enjoyment of
badges and the uniform3 all the way to 4 years of service in Naval Aviation.
Mamma could not have known how my new wife halfway through the tour of duty
would prematurely promote me to First Class 4, by the sewing on of the complete
1. “Foever” deals with the adventures of eternity, in my mind since profession of faith since age 9, often in my sermon
as a preacher and online in the website, and who is to say to what extent an influence on 77 years of life up to this
point, August 19, 1935. American studies scholars like Commage and Parrington call my generation the in-betweeners, as they in between the older traditionalists--those born before the “Great Watershed” of the 90s--and the baby
boomers born between 1945 and 1965.
2. In the Queensbor”o district of Shreveport Louisana,where I also started delivering newspapers at age 9 and where the
headlines on one of them was “World War II” ended. It would not be strange at all to think this, with memories the
previous depression years, had a small part in my early love of boks and reading about military biographies, even the
love of adventures in the field of American Studies.
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chevron one year, in 1958, before I actually earned the promotion; and I must
mention to illustrabefore an underwear done up with starch. And yes, on the
parade ground
te our early
“salad days” of
marriage, that
she My wife,
Ann McMichael,
although
engaged over a
year and a half
while she completed
nurses
training in Memphis, Tennessee
and I did a 6
month
tour
from Paxtuxent
River naval air
base to Argentia.
We flew
super connies1
from Newfoundland
to
the
Azores and back
as part of the
early
warning
system, called

3. Actually the Naval Air uniform, a tradition from the sea-going navy was a disappointment with the weird
demening cap and the whites that if worn on liberty could be seen through. Although Byronny and Elizabeth during a picnic with photos in the basement storage of My Home pineywoods, though it will others that you see later,
that it was impressive as I was always smiling.
4. In the third year of my four year tour, I became with testing primarily a AT1, Aviation Electronics Technican First
Class Electronics Technician. A beginning of a life long love of airplanes and electronics that would include retirments from General Dynamics FW {Lockheed Martin} as a Flight Test Engineer, primarily on the F-16, the most
adventorous airplane of all time, and from Raytheon as a Principal Systeme Engineer primarily in data analysis on
Missiles.
1. The Air Force calls them C-121, but in the Navy we called the transport version a R7V and the radar version, with
a search radar doom underneath and a height finder radar on top, a WV2, pronounced a Willie Victor 2 and not to
be confused with the 3 squadrons of WV2 we formed up for the first time in history at the Naval Air Base 40 miles
south of DC
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the DEW line around the US and Canada during the cold war. Yet this was in
many respects the best job I ever had, a real sample of the adventourous in
work; and it will be discussed among many of the most pleasant memories in a latter chapter on “Ramblings Down Memory Lane”. The photo on the last page is of
an AEW VW-15 at Argentia, Newfoundland, crew #5. Count the crew members
required for 13 hour flights between Newfoudland and the Azores, seems large but
one crew was on and another off. I am knelling in the front row, second from the
left; and yes, smiling.

“Marrying Ann,” Dad said, “was the
smartest thing you ever did!”
In order to be engaged to marriage that
long, I know you are curious as to how the
romance started in Memphis while she
was in nurses training at Baptist Memorial
Hospital and I was in electronics training
outside Memphis, at Millington and the
Naval Air Technial Training Center. Well
we met and dated at Bellevue Baptist
Church during my 7 months of electronics
training. Often, I have jokingly said, “My
dowfall was going to Memphis where I
met and married” {after her graduation
and before going back to Bellevue to have
Dr. R. G. Lee perform the wedding cerement and the next day, by the way, liscensing me as a preacher, there was an
additonal time of courtship while she
worked at the LaPlata hospital and my
squadron, VW-15, trained as a flight crew in the connies at Pax River}. The rest
of my downfall, you know how married couples joke about their downfalls, but my
was three fold, being not only a lifetime committment to my wife presently of 55
years, but also where I got my start in a career of electronics, teaching electronics engineering technology for 10 years at Eastern 1 in Portales, NM, Lee Col-

1. Eastern New Mexico University in Portales, New Mexico from which I received a BS in phsics in 1965 and where I
organized and taught a two years Engineering Electronics, ECPD accredited curriculum for 4 years. Later the same
curriculum at Lee College in Baytown Texas and at INELLEC in Boumerdes, Algeria for a total of 4 years as a
teacher.
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lege in Baytown, and at INTELLEC 1 in Algeria. The third, of course was the
liscense to preach by one of the greatest Baptist preachers of all time, the
famous preacher of “Payday Someday”.
In my mind’s eye, {much of which of late has been happening in my recall and
imagination during the long rehab since I recently died 5 times during a
medical miracle, twice on the tennis court 30 minutes into an hour and a
half rigorous drill and 3 times in the ambulance on the way to the JPS hospital}, I can still here and see the beloved pastor of Bellevue and former President of the SBC before the fundamentalists takeover, behind the pulpit of the
large and beautiful sanctuary that seated over 5,000 people, and as he in his
equally famous south carolina voice and oratory, and in the most thorough manner possible with quotes of scripture from memory and without notes, delivered sermons during that 7 months of courting at church, like Payday Someday
and Bread from Bellevue Oven {early my wife recognized my adventurous love
of books, something we shared in common with the love of words and the
English language, giving me a copy of the book Bread from Bellevue’s Oven,
a book of messages from Dr. Lee.}. Likewise I vividly recall, and have used in
my messages as interim pastor in over 16 churches, a quote from him from the
Over in the message the “Menance of Mediocrity,” the one, “Wren’s make prey
where eagles dare not perch”. Often during my preaching and website ownership years, I have thought of that and preached about that during those trying
years of the takeover by Bible baptist fundamentalists of the Southern Baptist Convention, especialy during those years approximately 30 years ago as a
denomination of which I had been a member and in which I had grown up at
churches since my beginnings in the Christian faith at Queensboro, church
camps, Baylor and Ouachita Baptist split into 3 separate denominations and
started the still current fight between so-called moderates {I must discuss
later how this was used as an excuse by BBF 2 to ruin the careers of pastors and professors during their takeover.}.
Today at my daughter Nike’s house {Ann and I have 3 daughters and a son,
and surely later I must spend some time on them, as raising them in
Arkansaw, New Mexico and Texas was part of our life time of adven-

1. Institute of Electricity and Electronics at Boumerdes, Algeria, 40 kilometers east of Algers, a 4 year electronics
technology sponsored by the Algerian goverment with the participation of UH, MIT, and the University of Oklahoma to rapidy train first line supervision for world leaders in electronics.
2. Bible Baptist Fundamentalists. Bible Baptist split from the SBC shorlty after the turn of the twenthieth century,
then decided approximately 30 years ago to take control of the SBC.
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tures1}, we are celebrating both my 77th birthday, one I almost did not make
because of the massive cardiac arrest on the McLellan 2 tennis court, and the
21st birthday of one of my 3 grandsons {yes, we aso have 3 granddaugters and
3 grandsons, Kallen Ryan now a junior at UTA 3 is 21}. And once again as said
to our sons and daughters, joking in such a way that they would smile and somewhat turn curious, “Life is over at 21.”

Life at 21
My new wife of a few months in the Navy’s married apartments at Lexington Park
Maryland was also curious and laughed as out of the blue one day, and while lying
on the couch, said during meditative contemplation and perhaps without some
more lack of wisdom in our salad days, “Do you think 21 is too young to be married? I still think, and have told her often in the last 55 years of an adventorous
marriage with kids and grandkids that she misunderstood me as she replied, “It
is too late to think about that.”
May I summarize our adventorous life at 21 as nursing in Maryland for mywife at
LaPlata Maryland and at the Saint Mary’s College, for me primarily the work of a
newly licensed Baptist preacher taking sailors from the barrachs to church {so
much so that the guards a the gate were suspicious and would shake down my car
after several trips} who considered himself somewhat of a youth evangelists {I
did serve as youth pastor at Lexington Park Baptist Church} , also flying, electronics repair and military duties on the base and in Newfoundland for 6 months,
and together we scheduled our lives to be largely around church work at Lexington Park, her singing in worship and playing the piano and me preching. I
preached at some other churches in southern Maryland and Newfoundland,
including the United Church of Christ in Argentis, but primarily at the Pineypoint
1. Actually I was first called an adventurer, many other words and descriptions preceeeded it which I will naturally
share with you during the course of this autobiography of American Life from 1935-2912--by my friend of Top
Secret work in NKP Thailand, as in Visallia Alaska, and while looking at the new wooded cabin he and his son were
builing in a remote area near Visallia, Don Bonnel said his son was somewhat adventrous as I had been an adventurer
since Don Bonnel knew me at Alamogordo, Cloudcroft, and our engineering work in Thailand in 1968. I don’t know
if Don knew of my 4 years of teaching electronics at Eastern, or before that of missile technician work on the Atlas
and Minuteman Missiles, or even before that of pastoring Walnut Baptist Church in Hot Springs while attending
Ouachita Baptist, or before that my 4 years hitch in the Navy that started this presentation on “A Natural Scout”. And
I think already you are starting to appreciate the “always an adventurer” part of the book title if the “Once a Scout”.
2. McLellan Tennis center is located in a city park on Seminary Drive and next door to Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.
3. University of Texas at Arlington. About the time I started my Navy Career with interviews at Grand Prairie, next
door t Arlington and finally enlisted in my hometown of Houston, it was Arlington Community College.
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Baptist mission until without a pastor at Lexington Park, I served in my very
first interim pastorate, {Yes, although BBF’s are working on eliminating lay
preachers in spite of the Bible fact that it comes closer to fulfilling the
office of a “prophet”1 as appointed along with pastors and evangelists by
the Ascended Christ} in those earlier days of the SBC, lay preachers as
interim pastors were more common.
NOTE: Sorry, but along the way you will get some philosopy, theology,
and more importantly some Bible; but whether right or wrong, I consider
that primary in presenting our own outlook on life. It has a lot to do with
writing this autobiography 2 under the encouragment of my daughter Nike
for my kids, grandkids, and the great grandkids, now 1 and 2, that no
doubt I will not see for graduation. Acknowlegement is gladly made, along
with studies in American Studies at Baylor and under Dr Meister at Eastern, of the learning adventures in Physics, which I often recall with loving
and gracious memories and even details with equations, especially what
started on the trail to a phsics degree,the book entitled THE ATOMIC
AGE OF PHYSICS. A little more philosophy and American Studies, but I
consider the present age of the “Digital Revolution” with phones and personal computers to affect the average world citizen even more that atomic
age physics changed the world and physics.

Continuing Education
Continuing Education was a large part of always seeking new learning adventures, and I am inclined to think actually started with the learning involved in
acquiring enough merit badges to be Eagle, minus one. About my freshman year
at Baylor, I gave my learning priority to the Baylor curriculum, and working part
time at Connely Funeral home running ambulance calls from their provided
apartment over the emboding room and helping on funerals during the day. Yes,

1. Ephesians 4:11,12, to summarize the Ascended Christ Himself appointed all the present and past offices of church
service such as pastors, evangelists, apostles and prophets. The one neglected today, even ignored often, is the
office of prophesy and prophets.
2. Actually I consider this more a chronicle of our adventorous lives from 1935-2011, also a chronicle or history of
American Life during what we like to call in our book FRIENDS OF JESUS IN THIS AGE OF BIBLE AND THE
COMPTER, now avaiablle on amazon.com the unparalleled age of Bible especially in the Bible belt and the warfare in the largest Protestant denomination of the SBC and the rise of the conptures which I worked though as a
teacher and Engineer as the progression was made from large scale comptures to the microcomputers and Desktop
computers. Or more specifically as I like to call this later period of the 77 years in my soon to be released book
TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS with Malab, “The Age of the Digital Revolution”.
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I must say death was in the early stages of my college learning experience as
before the funeral home I had never seen a dead person. Joe Jim Hill talked me
into it, my roommate, fellow cadet with the Air Force ROTC, and also a graduate
of Galena Park High School in Houston. Joe Jim was more inclined to it as a premed student but my savings from the summer before working as a lifeguard had
just about run out, also depleted from the Christmas holidays as a mail deliverer
in Galena Park. And yes, we were nervous; and the standard joke was played on
us like on most novices at a funeral home where you are sent down to the embomding room to pick up fresh bed linen, and someone hidden on the table under a
sheet raises up from the dead. Then there is the time I sat up in the bed one
night to say, “There is somebody in this room”. Joe Jim jumped up to look all
around the room and down the back window where I exit ladder rested, while
shouting, “Where, where”. Imagine his anger at me the next day when he told me
without even waking up, I said “me” and laid back down to continue in sleep.
However a little seriousness around the accepted meaning of Continuing Education. First in the Navy, after not being occuped with heavy learning at boot camp
about things like ships, knots, and military regulations and ranks, in San Diego
and basic airman training in Norman, Oklahoma at Memphis the opportunity presented itself to take Homer, the Iliad and the Odyssey at the UM extension
division, and later at Argentia also a course from UM on American history. {You
can see the early love of literature and history which later developed as a major
application in my continuing education at American Studies.} Right up front I
must admit that seldom during the years of training did I ever think of education
simply as a means of making money, although it really took studies on Ralph
Waldo Emerson’s “The American Scholar” to understand why. Later I would
come to believe that all the emphasis on degress and pieces of paper really
undermined the educational process in spite of the need while a teacher to
encourage students to get the AS degree in electonics technology in order to
make a living after only 2 years of college; and in fact many of them at Eastern
and Lee College did immediately go to work making more money that 4 year graduates in such easy curriculums as education and other liberal arts majors. {Of
course, there are always exceptions to the rule, and the author of “Dances
with Wolves”, once a trouble making student during the protests days toward
the Vietnam War, at Eastern the same time I taught over in the School of
Technology, no doubt made good money off his books and royalities from the
making of that excellent movie with Kevin Costner 1.}
It is necessary, looking back now on all my years of eduation which I call “Continuing Education” and that “I invented continuing education” which seemed less
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of an adventure and more as stumbling as a major in Bible, and physics with similar short experiences in graduate study in engineering, physics, religion, and
American Studies; yet can be summarized as acquiring 50 hours of Bible training on the way to a single degree in
physics; and I must add by way of
credit to ENMU, especially Dan
Spalding and Dr Mrs Agagino in
Physics, that this single degree in
Physics but working always as an
Engineer or Instructor afforded
me both a descent living, and more
importantly very exciting and
adventorous work on the F-16 and
missiles, also for much travel
experience as advised by Emerson
in “The American Scholar”.

[Photo to the right, you were promised
a close up from our crew picture with
at the top the plane commander and
navigator, bottom row, the two flight
engineers, and me smiling again. To
the right of me is the chief radioman.you were promised a blow up of
the part of the crew where I was
knealing, with the plane commander
{ probably as typical a Lt Commander or full commander} we changed so often
that it was hard to remember his nameabove with Lt Nordick, the navigation, and
to my left the two flight engineeers]
On the F-16 with General Dynamics {later Lockheed Martin bough them when
the former Astronaut, Bill Anders, was foolish enough t sell the Fort Worth
division that made over 51% of the profit for GD}, the work as a senior logistic
engineer took me domestically to Ogden Utah--major overahalls and modificationsocation at Hill AFB of the F-16 civil service depot where we helped trans-

1. Good movie and a good actor even though we can not say much about his theology whic was evident as he recently
spoke at the funeral of Whitney Houston. Especially his Bible convictions, or I should say lack of real Bible convictins stink. We are reminded of a saying from Peter Marshal, presbyterian and former chaplain in the senate,
who inthe book and movie A MAN NAMED PETER, said “If you stand for nothing, you fall for everything”,
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fer from F4 to F-16 and Sumpter SC where we did a Falcon Rally modification,
and overseas to Belgium, Denmark and Holland.
NOTE: I must come back later to these interesting jobs and travels, especillay to the one at Beuvachin AFB in Belgium when we in the words of the
head man at Fort Worth “saving the image of the F-16 and GD” by immediate modifications to fly the F-16 again, then grouned all over the world.
However right now, it is necessary in the immediate flow of things to get the
real heart of the “continuing education which I invented”.
What can I say, courses in many subjects for me were like the diversity of merit
pages. Even as merit badges went as a boy scout from subjects like health, biking, cooking, camping to civics and fire-fighting, so continuing education surveyed
many undergraduate and graduate fields but primarily as I matured as an American Scholar, Certificate courses, especially in Matlab, became far more practical, economiaclly and to keep me up to date in the technology of airplanes and
missiles. And in the same category would I include the company training courses
at GD and Raytheon on such diverse courses as “Speaking on Paper”, a short
course on readibility in memos, management dynamics, aerodynamics, flight
dynamics, telemetry, and many, many in the vast applications of Matlab. Right
here, I must say I am indebted to a civil service engineer worked far in Carrier
Suitability1 when for a short time I got back to Pax River Test and Lexington
Park for flight test of the Viking, who said that Matlab can do everything but
cook and he wasn’t sure about that. {To illustrate some of the many applications of Matlab to data analysis, systems, and missiles and airpanes, you are
invited to look at the outline or TOC of the book online at www.biblecombibleman.com, my website hit each week by over 35 counties, or later look on
amazon.com for the paperback called TAC for TECHNIAL APPLICATIONS
OF COMPUTERS with Matlab. 2}

1. After retirements from GD and Raytheon, I did 4 contract employment jobs. This one was a Flight Test Engineer on
the Navy’s Viking aircraft after the substitued a digital flight computer for the analog computer, and repeated all the
original flight testing including use of the Automatic Carrier Landing System on the Harry S Truman. But this is
another and longer story of adventures on the high seas which were made higher during hurrican Denise.
2. Actually you wil be glad to know that the programming routines are written as much with free and open software like
FreeMat and SCI as well as the very expensive Matlab.
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